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KGB: Debriefing - Keys
Jun 30, Karel Koecher, the only foreign agent known to have
breached the US Koecher's KGB case officer, Colonel Alexander
Sokolov, would later call him a super-spy. .. The swinging
spies became the stuff of lore after a colourful book by
Ex-CIA agents have been unusually outspoken about the.
Trump Threatens to Re-Structure “Politicized” Intelligence
Agencies | Vanity Fair
Cold War espionage describes the intelligence gathering
activities during the Cold War (circa While several
organizations such as the CIA and KGB became synonymous with
Cold War espionage, many others played key .. The Corona
program was headed by the Central Intelligence Agency along
with the Air Force.
NPR Choice page
Nov 26, How the KGB Found CIA Agents. An illustration of
complex, specified information (CSI) in the world of foreign
intelligence agencies.
Trump Threatens to Re-Structure “Politicized” Intelligence
Agencies | Vanity Fair
Cold War espionage describes the intelligence gathering
activities during the Cold War (circa While several
organizations such as the CIA and KGB became synonymous with
Cold War espionage, many others played key .. The Corona
program was headed by the Central Intelligence Agency along
with the Air Force.

The Lore of Hamtramck … Fred Kovaleski – our spy – has died |
Hamtramck Review
Thus was Soviet intelligence entrusted not only with spying on
foreign powers, of the British spies who became known in KGB
lore as the "Magnificent Five. who did succeed in defecting
sometimes had a hard time convincing CIA agents, .
Slick Dalai Denials
The year was a catastrophe for U.S. and British intelligence
agencies. That fall, the KGB rolled up all of the CIA's assets
in the Soviet Union in a lightning.
Did CIA Smear a Former Operative to Cover Up a Bad Firing?
Jun 3, The C.I.A.'s two best agents operating inside the
Soviet Union, Lt. Col In the lore of cold war spying, Bagley
has been lumped with the C.I.A.'s.
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One persistent misunderstanding about Angleton to dispense
with straight away involves his middle name, Jesus. I do not
believe that my hometown should take any pride in someone who
was a CIA agent, admitted to arranging prostitutes for others
spies, and condoned, what sounds like torture, of combatants.
Itispricelesstohaveyouherewithuswithyourpersonalexperienceinthein
Log in - Posts - Add New. After some months, she was released.
Theirbiggestcoup,though,wasinstealingsecretsfromtheManhattanProje
majored in English Literature and edited a poetry review
called Furioso that published the works of T.
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